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provides that they may reserve a peppercorn or
nominal rent for the first ten years or any less part
of the term, and that the rent may be made ascer-
tainable by, or to vary according to, the value of
the timber cut and carried away or disposed of,
or it may be of a fixed amount with power for the
lessee to make up any deficiency in a subsequent
period in case the rent, according to value in any
specified period does not produce an amount
equal to the fixed or minimum rent. The lease may
also contain provisions for sharing the proceeds or
profits of each year.
As to mining leases, Section 45 (1) of the Act
makes the following provisions—
(i) the rent may be made to be ascertainable by or to
vary according to the acreage worked, or by or according
to the quantities of any mineral or substance gotten, made
merchantable, converted, carried away, or disposed of, in or
from the settled land, or any other land, or by or according
to any facilities given in that behalf; and
(ii) the rent may also be made to vary according to the
price of the minerals or substances gotten, or any of them,
and such price may be the saleable value, or the price or
value appearing in any trade or market or other price list
or return from time to time, or may be the marketable value
as ascertained in any manner prescribed by the lease (includ-
ing a reference to arbitration), or may be an average of any
such prices or values taken during a specified period; and
(iii) a fixed or minimum rent may be made payable, with
or without power for the lessee, in case the rent according to
acreage or quantity or otherwise, in any specified period does
not produce an amount equal to the fixed or minimum rent,
to make up the deficiency in any subsequent specified period,
free of rent other than the fixed or minimum rent.
Section 47 of the same Act provides that under a
mining lease, whether the mines or minerals leased

